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Abstract—Passive and semipassive ultrawideband (UWB)
radio-frequency identification (RFID) technology has been recently proposed to offer high-accuracy localization capabilities in
next-generation RFID systems. This technology relies on the modulation of backscattered signals, i.e., backscatter modulation, from
multiple tags present in the environment. The detection of multiple
tags based on backscattered signals is challenging in harsh environments with nonideal conditions such as clutter, near–far interference effects, and clock drift. This paper analyzes the detection
of multiple tags employing UWB backscatter modulation and proposes practical signaling, spreading codes, and detection schemes
that are robust to nonideal conditions. A case study is presented to
evaluate the performance of the proposed technique for the detection of multiple tags based on impulsive backscattered signals.
Index Terms—UWB backscatter modulation, RFID, multi-tag
detection, near-far problem, aggregate interference.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

NTERNET of things paradigm envisages the physical world
mapped into the Internet space. Within this context, a large
number of novel applications, where objects will be responsive
to the presence of people and other objects, is at the horizon [1].
Such a scenario calls for energy efficient wireless technologies
able to provide both object identification and localization capabilities. This is the concept of radio detection, identification,
and localization (RaDIAL), where the radio-frequency identification (RFID) of passive tags and their localization, resorting
to real-time locating systems (RTLS), are offered with the same
system.
An RFID system is composed of a network of readers aiming
to identify tags attached to objects and persons through wireless
communications. In particular, the reader interrogates via a
radio link the tags that answer by communicating both their
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Fig. 1.

Scenario with a reader interrogating several tags.

identification and stored data [2]. Among all possible solutions,
semi-passive tags are very promising for applications requiring
extremely low power consumption, as the available energy from
batteries or harvesters is used only for control logic operations.
In fact, the tag-reader communication is based on backscatter
modulation, which consists in changing the tag’s antenna load
according to the data to be transmitted, therefore modifying
how the antenna reflects back the interrogation signal [2]. Note
that the backscatter modulation does not require the emission
of new RF energy and hence it is usually classified as a passive
communication scheme.
Considering the convergence of RFID and high-definition
RTLS toward the RaDIAL concept for enhancing the functionalities offered to the end user and enabling new potential wide
market applications [3], the adoption of the ultra-wideband
UWB technology [4], [5] is particularly appealing for its capability of communication robustness and localization accuracy
even in harsh propagation environments [6]–[11].
Fig. 1 shows an example scenario with a reader that interrogates semi-passive UWB tags located in the same area. To
save energy, tags are normally in sleep mode and are woken-up
through the transmission of a wake-up signal (e.g., an unmodulated ultra-high frequency (UHF) carrier) [12], [13]. Each tag
reflects the incoming UWB interrogation signal by means of
backscatter modulation according to its internal information
and identification code. Signals backscattered by different tags
can be distinguished through the adoption of different spreading
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Reader (left) and tag (right) block schemes.

codes [14], therefore an anti-collision protocol (used, e.g., in
Gen. 2 RFID [15]–[17]) is not required.
The reader-tag communication suffers from the presence of
clutter (the signal backscattered by the environment), multitag interference, tag clock drift (due to the low-cost local
oscillators), and poor link budget of the backscatter two-way
link [18], [19]. The near-far interference effect [20], [21], which
is typical of code division multiple access (CDMA) systems
in the presence of multiple users, is detrimental for readertag communication, as classic power control approaches cannot
be adopted in this scenario due to the passive nature of the
tags. These issues have been only separately investigated in the
literature [22]–[26], and classically focus on narrowband rather
than UWB systems [27]–[31].
In this paper, an UWB-RFID reader architecture capable of
robust tag detection, even in the presence of multi-tag interference and clock drift effects, is presented. A low-complexity
partially-non-coherent detection scheme is proposed and analyzed, and tag code design criteria are given. Specifically, the
proposed technique enables robust tag detection in multi-tag
scenario even in the presence of strong near-far interference
effect, which stems from the two-hop communication nature of
the system. Simulation results show the performance in terms
of tags detection capability.
The key contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:
• proposal of a low-complexity tag detection scheme robust
to near-far interference effects for UWB-RFID system
based on backscatter modulation;
• design of spreading codes for backscatter modulation and
multi-tag coexistence;
• analysis of the proposed UWB-RFID system in the presence of multi-tag interference and non-idealities such as
clock drift and near-far interference effects;
• quantification of system performance for various settings
and conditions.

II. BACKSCATTER C OMMUNICATION
The backscatter communication for the considered system is
now described.
A. Transmitted Signal Format
In semi-passive UWB-RFID systems based on backscatter
modulation, the reader is the only active device, thus with
capability of transmitting, receiving, and processing signals.
Tags act as passive reflectors only. Consider a reader scheme
as shown in Fig. 2 composed of a transmitter and a receiver
section. The transmitter section emits periodic interrogation signals while the receiver section analyzes the received
backscattered response to detect tags located in the area of
interest. Fig. 3 shows the structure of the reader’s interrogation
signal. Initially, tags are in sleeping mode to save energy and
a wake-up signal is used for waking up all the tags present in
the environment monitored by the reader. For example, a wakeup signal in the UHF band can be used [12], which requires a
dedicated transmitter and antenna as shown in Fig. 2. The same
wake-up signal can be also exploited to provide energy to the
tag. We consider the presence of Ntag tags in the monitored
environment. After the transmission of the wake-up signal,
the reader starts emitting the UWB interrogation signal, which
contains a sequence of Nr symbols each composed of Nc chips
carrying Npc pulses per chip.
The chips are modulated in amplitude by an antipodal binary
spreading sequence {dn } of length Nc , which is specific of the
reader (namely reader’s code). In particular, the interrogation
signal transmitted by the reader is
sreader (t) =

s(t − mNc Tc )

(1)

m=0

with symbol duration Ts = Nc Tc , chip duration Tc , and

s(t) =
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the backscatter communication. Section III analyzes
a low-complexity tag detection scheme for multi-tag scenarios.
Section IV addresses tag code design in non-ideal conditions.
Numerical results are shown in Section V and, finally, our
conclusion is given in Section VI.

N
r −1


N
c −1


dn g(t − nTc )

(2)

n=0

where
Npc −1

g(t) =


i=0

p(t − iTp ).

(3)
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C. Tag-to-Reader Communication

Fig. 3. The interrogation signal structure.

The signal g(t) is composed of Npc UWB pulses p(t), centered
at frequency fc with bandwidth W and energy Ep . The pulse
repetition period (PRP) Tp is chosen so that all backscattered
signals are received by the reader before the transmission of
the following pulses, thus avoiding inter-frame interference.
The pulse energy Ep and the PRP Tp are chosen to guarantee
a spectrum emission compliant with the regulation mask in
terms of effective radiated isotropic power (EIRP).1 After the
transmission of each pulse, the reader’s receiver section (see
Fig. 2) collects the response backscattered from all tags located
in the monitored environment, as well as the clutter. Then, the
collected signal responses are processed to detect the presence
of an intended tag, as detailed in the next sections.
B. Backscatter Modulation
When a reader transmits the interrogation signal, each tag
sends its information back to the reader by modulating the
backscatter signal through a proper variation of the load connected to its antenna (backscatter modulation) [5]. The response
of each tag is composed of two contributions: the structural
mode scattering and the antenna mode scattering. The former
stems from all the reflections given by the antenna and its
support, while the latter depends on how the antenna is loaded
thus on the tag ID [32]. Fig. 2 shows also the tag scheme in
which the antenna backscattering properties are changed by
varying the antenna load through a UWB switch. Specifically,
the switch connects the antenna to two different loads according
to the modulating signal m(k) (t), which is specific of the kth
tag. When open and short circuit loads are adopted, the resulting
modulation corresponds ideally to a phase inversion of 180◦
of the antenna mode pulse polarity.2 To mitigate clutter and
interference, each tag is designed to change its status (short or
open circuit) at each chip time Tc = Npc Tp according to an
(k)
antipodal tag’s code cn ∈ {−1, 1}, for n = 0, 1, . . . , Nc − 1.
In case the code is unique for each tag in the area, it represents
the tag ID, hence tag detection and identification reduce to code
detection. Provided that the total number of pulses per symbol
Ns = Nc Npc is identical for readers and tags, the same values
Npc and Nc at both reader and tag sides is considered. Note that
the same symbol structure can also be adopted to allow tag-toreader data transmission, as discussed in [14], [26].

1 While

the considered scheme is general, in the numerical results the
European lower-band mask will be fulfilled.
2 Note that non-idealities related to the adopted switch or to the presence of
objects may affect the pulse shape for the two different loads thus degrading the
performance [33].

After the reception of the wake-up signal, tags activate their
backscatter modulator that starts switching the antenna load
according to the modulating signals m(k) (t) (i.e., according to
(k)
tags’ codes {cn }). Besides reader and tags are asynchronous
as they have independent clock sources, the wake-up signal can
also be exploited to reset the tag spreading code generator (see
Fig. 2), thus providing a coarse synchronization. Therefore, the
system can be considered as quasi-synchronous, as discussed
afterward in Section III.
The presence of a low cost oscillator in the tag and the long
symbol duration make clock drift effects not negligible after
the reception of a few symbols.3 Consider a model for the clock
difference between the clock at the kth tag and that at the reader
(k)
(k)
as S (k) (t) = To + D(k) t, where To is the residual time(k)
offset after the wake-up, and D is the clock drift.4 This model
leads to the modulating signal commanding the switch of the
kth tag given by


N
(k)
(k)
(k)
r −1N
c −1


t−jNc Tc −nTc −To
(k)
(k)
m (t) =
cn Π
(4)
(k)
Tc
j=0 n=0
with Tc = Tc (1+D(k) ), Π(t) = 1 for t ∈ [0, 1] and 0 elsewhere.
Thus, the polarity of the reflected signal changes at each chip
(k)
time (i.e., every Npc pulses) according to the kth tag’s code {cn }.
The signal backscattered by the tag propagates back to the
reader’s antenna through the reader-tag link [18]. We consider
static, over the symbol time Ts , the one-way channel impulse
responses (CIRs) h(k) (t), related to the reader-kth tag link,
and h(c) (t), related to the environment forming the clutter. By
channel reciprocity, the received signal at the reader is5
Δ

(k)

rreader (t) = w(t) + n(t)

(5)

where
 

Ntag

w(t) =


sreader (t) ⊗ h(k) (t) m(k) (t) ⊗ h(k) (t)

k=1

+ sreader (t) ⊗ h(c) (t)

(6)

and n(t) is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with
one-sided power spectral density N0 . The tag structural mode
is treated as part of clutter since it is not affected by backscatter
modulation. Note that the received signal is obtained through
the double convolution of the interrogation signal with the oneway CIR h(k) (t) [18], [35].
In conventional active UWB communication systems, the
clock drift affects the timing of UWB pulse transmission in tags.

3 Note that the symbol duration is longer than that used in conventional active
UWB transmission [34] due to the need of collecting a high number of UWB
pulses per symbol to counteract the poor link budget of backscatter links [18].
4 This is equivalent to consider, as a first approximation, the effects of the
phase noise constant over a symbol time Ts .
5 Operator ⊗ denotes the convolution.
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Partially-non-coherent tag detection scheme.

Thus, the time-of-arrival (TOA) and the PRP seen by the receiver
result different from those expected and a proper fine synchronization scheme is required if large Ts is adopted. On the contrary,
in backscattering communication, the TOA and the PRP of the
backscattered pulses, generated by the reader itself, are not
affected by the tag clock drift, which modifies only how they are
modulated, that is, the code phase of the backscattered signal.
Tag code acquisition will be investigated in the next section.
III. R ECEIVER D ESIGN
It is known that the optimal receiver scheme for signal
detection in AWGN channels is based on a filter matched to the
noise-free received signal (reference signal). When interference
and multipath propagation are present, it becomes difficult to
estimate the CIR necessary to build such a reference signal
and the receiver complexity increases significantly. To keep
the receiver complexity affordable, various non-coherent approaches have been proposed for active UWB systems [36]–
[38]. However, fully non-coherent detection is not effective
for mitigating clutter and multi-tag interference that dominate
the useful backscattered signal in passive UWB-RFID based
on CDMA.6 Therefore, we consider a partially-non-coherent
architecture where the received signals are first de-spread using
the intended reader and tag codes and then coherently accumulated to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Subsequently,
a low-complexity energy detector is used to detect the presence
of a tag. This receiver does not require CIR estimation and
it results to be a good compromise between performance and
complexity. An example of implementation of such a receiver
is presented in [39]. The de-spreading procedure and the tag
detection scheme are described in the following.
A. Signal De-Spreading
After the spreading process at the transmitter and the
backscatter modulation at a tag indexed by k, the received
(k)
signal results to be spread by the composed code {dn cn },
whereas the clutter only by the reader code {dn }. This property can be exploited to discriminate the intended signal from
interfering signals associated to other tags and from the clutter.
6 Note that non-coherent schemes have been successfully proposed for
narrowband-RFID [28]–[30].

Specifically, signal de-spreading is operated coherently through
the accumulation of the received signals corresponding to the
Ns transmitted pulses p(t) within a symbol. Such an accumulation enhances the SNR, allowing a better discrimination of
the backscatter signal associated to a specific reader-tag pair.
We define the periodically repeated sequences of length Nc and
Δ
(k) Δ (k)
period Ns = Nc Npc as c̃l = cl/Npc  and d˜l = dl/Npc  for
(k)
(k)
l = 0, 1, . . . , Ns − 1, with c̃l+Ns = c̃l , d˜l+Ns = d˜l , and ·
denoting the floor operation.
(k)
The wake-up offset To and the clock drift D(k) associated
with the kth tag cause an uncertainty on the offset (phase) of
the tag’s spreading code with respect to the local clock of the
reader. The typical long symbol time discourages the adoption
of serial code acquisition schemes, as they would imply intolerable acquisition time. Tag detection can be performed jointly
with code acquisition by employing parallel de-spreaders, each
(k̂)

tuned to a differently shifted version of sequence {c̃l } and to
in-phase version of sequence {d˜l } according to the scheme in
Fig. 4. In particular, we consider code acquisition with Nspan
shifts (i.e., Nspan parallel de-spreaders) and step Δ, which
determines an overall code acquisition window of Δ(Nspan −
1) chips. The values of Nspan and Δ are chosen based on the
robustness of the spreading codes to clock drift and the wakeup offset. Note that Nspan is upper limited by the sustainable
receiver complexity.
Without loss of generality, consider the detection of the
tag indexed by k̂ (useful tag) observing the first symbol (i.e.,
acquiring Ns pulses).7 According to the receiver architecture
shown in Fig. 4, first, the received signal rreader (t) is filtered8 to
eliminate the out-of-band noise (this operation is necessary for
energy-based detectors [40]). The filtered signal is denoted by
r̃(t) = w̃(t) + ñ(t)

(7)

where w̃(t) = w(t) ⊗ hF (t), with hF (t) being the filter impulse
response, and ñ(t) = n(t) ⊗ hF (t) a zero-mean Gaussian
random process. Subsequently, the filtered signal is de-spread

7 Note that the decision can be taken after the observation of many symbols
to guarantee a more robust tag detection.
8 An ideal band-pass filter of bandwidth W with center frequency f is
c
considered.
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giving Nspan outputs corresponding to Nspan different code
shifts
N
s −1


yn (t) =

(k̂)
d˜l c̃l+(n+ν)Δ r̃(t + lTp )

(8)

l=0

with t ∈ [0, Tp ], ν = −(Nspan +1)/2 and n = 1, 2, . . . , Nspan .
In the absence of code acquisition (only 1 de-spreader) it is
Nspan = 1 and (n + ν)Δ = 0.
It is possible to decompose (8) as yn (t) = xn (t) + zn (t),
with the noise term zn (t) given by
zn (t) =

N
s −1


(k̂)
d˜l c̃l+(n+ν)Δ ñ(t + lTp )

(9)

and the term xn (t) expressed as
xn (t) =

(k̂)
d˜l c̃l+(n+ν)Δ

l=0
N
s −1


+

r̃t (t + lTp )

(k̂)
d˜l c̃l+(n+ν)Δ r̃c (t + lTp )

(10)

where r̃t (t + lTp ) is the signal component related to tags,
and r̃c (t + lTp ) is the clutter component. In (10), r̃c (t) =
sreader (t) ⊗ h(c) (t) ⊗ hF (t) denotes the clutter component.
The received signal component r̃t (t) is given by
 

Ntag

sreader (t) ⊗ h(k) (t)



m(k) (t)

k=1

⊗ h(k) (t) ⊗ hF (t)

(11)

and comprises signals backscattered by both the useful and
the interfering tags. By considering the clutter CIR h(c) (t) stationary over a symbol time Ts , we have r̃c (t + lTp ) = d˜l ζ(t),
Δ

for t ∈ [0, Tp ] with l = 0, 1, . . . , Ns − 1, and ζ(t) = p(t) ⊗
h(c) (t) ⊗ hF (t). Therefore, the clutter component at the output
of the de-spreader results in
N
s −1

l=0

The detection in parallel of Ntag tags requires replicating for
each tag the same receiver structure which is here described.10
According to the consideration made in Section III-A, balanced
codes are adopted, for which (10) reduces to
xn (t) =

N
s −1


(k̂)
d˜l c̃l+(n+ν)Δ r̃t (t + lTp ).

(13)

(k̂)
d˜l c̃l+(n+ν)Δ r̃c (t + lTp ) = ζ(t)

N
s −1


The term xn (t) can be further decomposed by noticing that
r̃t (t) is the combination of Ntag tags channel responses to the
interrogation signal as given by
xn (t) =

l=0

r̃t (t) =

B. Tag Detection

l=0

l=0

N
s −1


discussed in the following sections. This can result in a reduced
sampling rate and number of quantization levels.9

N
s −1


Ntag

l=0

k=1

(k̂)
d˜l c̃l+(n+ν)Δ



ω (k) (t+lTp ) t ∈ [0, Tp ] (14)

where the single-tag channel response to the interrogation signal
is ω (k) (t) = [(sreader (t) ⊗ h(k) (t))m(k) (t)] ⊗ h(k) (t) ⊗ hF (t).
The de-spreading process is followed by the evaluation, for
each de-spreader output yn (t), of energy bins performed over a
PRP Tp as follows
m TED

en,m =

[yn (t)]2 dt

(15)

(m−1) TED

with n = 1, 2, . . . , Nspan , m = 1, 2, . . . , Nbin and where
Nbin = Tp /TED  represents the number of integration bins in
which each PRP is divided in for an energy detector integration
time TED . Such energy bins can be arranged, for convenience,
into a Nspan × Nbin energy matrix E = {en,m }. Each element
en,m of the energy matrix is then compared with a threshold
ξn,m : if at least one element is above the threshold, then the
tag is considered detected. The design of the threshold ξn,m is
challenging and is addressed in the following section.
C. Threshold Design for Multi-Tag Scenario

(k̂)

c̃l+(n+ν)Δ . (12)

l=0

From (12), it can be noticed that the clutter component at the
(k̂)

output of the de-spreader is canceled when the tag code {c̃l }
is exactly balanced (i.e., with the same number of ±1). This is
an important property tags’ codes have to satisfy in addition to
those presented in Section IV.
The superposition of the large signal due to clutter and of the
small backscattered signals from tags requires a radio frequency
front-end of the UWB-RFID reader with high-dynamic range.
This affects the design of the sampling rate and of the number
of quantization levels for digital conversion depending on the
chosen receiver architecture. In a fully digital architecture it
is necessary to ensure a proper digital conversion of the small
backscattered signals while preventing saturation due to clutter.
This requires sampling at Nyquist rate and a high number of
quantization levels. In a hybrid analog-digital architecture, the
analog mitigation of clutter reduces the dynamic range which
now depends on the reader-tag distances and near-far effects

We now derive a strategy to determine the thresholds ξn,m
associated to each energy bin with the purpose to obtain a robust
detection performance even in the presence of several tags. In
particular, such strategy aims to improve the overall probability
of detection (PD), that is, the probability of taking the correct
decision when the tag is present, for a given target overall
probability of false alarm (PFA), that is, the probability that
a tag is erroneously detected as present when absent. Overall
PFA and overall PD are indicated by PFA and PD , respectively.
By defining H1 and H0 the hypotheses related to the presence
and absence of the tag, respectively, and the set D = {(n, m) :
en,m > ξn,m } with cardinality |D|, the decision rule is given by
Decide:

H0 ;
H1 ;

|D| = 0
|D| > 0.

(16)

9 An example of front-end architecture for UWB-RFID adopting 12 bits and
sub-Nyquist sampling is presented in [25].
10 Note that the partially-non-coherent detector reported in Fig. 4, helps to
keep the system complexity affordable.
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The threshold values affect the performance of the detection
scheme in terms of both PD and PFA. In fact, low values for
the thresholds ξn,m lead to high PFA and high PD, while high
values lead to low PFA and low PD. We define the single-bin
(n,m)
PFA pFA as the probability that the single energy bin en,m
exceeds the threshold ξn,m in the absence of tag, and the single(n,m)
bin PD pD
as the probability that the single energy bin
exceeds the threshold in presence of the tag. The coordinates
(n, m) = arg max{en,m }

(17)

(n,m)∈D

associated to the maximum energy bin exceeding the threshold,
provide an estimate of the tag clock offset in terms of number
of PRPs and a coarse estimate of the signal TOA τ̂ = m̂ TED ,
respectively. Note that the maximum resolution in TOA estimation, which is essential for time-based ranging, depends on
TED [8]. TOA estimates can be further improved by adopting
ranging strategies described in [8].
The typical bin-independent approach, employing a constant
threshold ξn,m = ξ for all (n, m), is not suitable for UWBRFID systems based on backscatter modulation in the presence
of multi-tag interference. In fact, the useful tag can be hidden
by residual interference peaks coming from tags that are closer
to the reader than the useful one (i.e., near-far interference
effect). Therefore, a bin-independent threshold would increase
the PFA significantly, which is detrimental especially in the
two-hop propagation channel. In such a channel, the received
power in free-space propagation is proportional to d−4 where d
is the reader-tag distance [18]. For instance, for a useful and an
interferer tag at distance dU and dI from the reader, respectively,
the difference (in dB) in the receiving power at reader side from
the two tags is 40[log10 (dU )−log10 (dI )] dB. If this difference
is not properly mitigated by the de-spreading with the useful
tag code, a high PFA is expected due to near-far interference
effects.11
To comply with this phenomenon, a bin-dependent threshold
is proposed. In particular, we derive the threshold providing a

, in the presence of multi-tag interference.
target overall PFA PFA
To this purpose, consider the normalized energy detector test
H

Λ(n,m) =

1
2
en,m ≷ ξ˜n,m
Ns N0

(18)

H0

Δ 2ξ

where ξ˜n,m = Nsn,m
N0 . By following the approach proposed in
[40], we obtain
Λ(n,m) =

2
Ns N0

m TED
(m−1) TED

[yn (t)]2 dt 

1
σ2

mN


2
ŷn,i
(19)

Δ

The terms ŷn,i , x̂n,i , and ẑn,i represent for odd i (even i) the
samples of the real (imaginary) part of the equivalent lowpass ŷn (t), x̂n (t), and ẑn (t) of signals yn (t), xn (t) and zn (t),
respectively, with sampling at Nyquist rate W in each interval.
Noise samples zn,i are statistically independent Gaussian random variables (RVs) with zero mean and unitary variance.
Consider the k̂th useful tag to be detected, while other tags
indexed by k = k̂ cause interference. For further convenience,
the case whether the desired tag is present or absent are distinct,
by defining
⎧
Ntag
⎨ Ns −1 d˜l c̃(k̂)
ω (t) ; H = H0
l=0
l+(n+ν)Δ
(H)
k=1, k=k̂ k
xn (t) = 

Ntag
⎩ Ns −1 d˜ c̃(k̂)
H = H1 .
l l+(n+ν)Δ
l=0
k=1 ωk (t) ;
(20)
Note that in the absence of the useful tag, xn (t) could be
different from 0 due to the presence of a residual interference
term after the de-spreading responsible for the near-far effect.
Under the hypothesis H0 (absence of useful tag), the normalized decision variable results in

m TED
2
2
0)
x(H
Λ(n,m) |H0 =
(t) + zn (t) dt
n
Ns N0 (m−1) TED
1
 2
σ

2

x̂n,i + ẑn,i , N = 2W TED , and noise variance σ = Ns N0 W .

12

11 Such effects are obviously even more evident in the presence of multiple
interfering tags and multipath propagation. Note that power control techniques
(see, e.g., [41]) cannot be used due to the passive nature of the communication
here considered.
12 The approximation is valid for large values of N [40], [42], and W T
ED is
considered integer.



mN


(H )

x̂n,i0 + ẑn,i

2
(21)

i=(m−1)N

(H )

where xn,i0 are the sampling expansion coefficients of the
(H )

(H )

equivalent low-pass x̂n 0 (t) of xn 0 (t). Under both hypotheses H0 and H1 , the RV Λ(n,m) describing the energy
detector output is non-central Chi-square distributed with N
degrees of freedom, and with probability density function
(PDF) fNC (y, λ, N ) given by
N −2
 
1 y+λ  y  4
(22)
fNC (y, λ, N ) = e− 2
I N −1
yλ
2
2
λ
for y ≥ 0, where the non-centrality parameter λ depends on
H0 and H1 and Iκ (·) denotes the κth order modified Bessel
function of the first kind. In particular, under the hypotheses
(H )
H0 , the presence of x̂n,i0 leads to the non-centrality parameter
(H )

(H )

(H )

0
λn,m
= 2γn,m0 [40], where γn,m0 is the interference-to-noise
ratio (INR) per bin given by

m TED
2
1
(H0 )
0)
γn,m
=
(t) dt
x(H
n
Ns N0 (m−1) TED



i=(m−1)N

for n = 1, 2, . . . , Nspan and m = 1, 2, . . . , Nbin , with ŷn,i =
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1
2σ 2



mN


(H )

x̂n,i0

2
.

(23)

i=(m−1)N

A threshold-crossing event under hypothesis H0 , that is,
Λ(n,m) |H0 > ξ˜n,m , causes a false alarm event. This results in
(n,m)
a single-bin PFA pFA given by [43]
(n,m)

pFA

∞

=

0)
fNC (y, λ(H
n,m , N ) dy

ξ̃n,m



= Qh

(H0 )
λn,m
,




ξ˜n,m

(24)
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∞
2
2
with Qh (α, β) = β x( αx )k−1 exp(− x +α
)Ik−1 (αx) dx de2
noting the generalized Marcum’s Q function of order h = N/2
[44]. The non-centrality parameters are strictly related to the
interference level at each bin en,m . In case of bin-dependent
threshold ξn,m , the same PFA for all bins is imposed (i.e.,
(n,m)
pFA = pFA ∀ (n, m)). Considering independence among
energy bins, the overall PFA results in13
PFA = 1 − (1 − pFA )M  M pFA

(25)

where M = Nbin Nspan . The threshold ξn,m , corresponding to

, can be determined from (24) and (25)
a target overall PFA PFA
as given by


2

Ns N0
(H0 ) PFA
−1
λn,m ,
(26)
ξn,m =
Qh
2
M
with Q−1
h (·, ·) denoting the inverse generalized Marcum Q
function [44].
Once the bin-dependent threshold is set to guarantee a certain
overall PFA, it is possible to determine the correspondent
single-bin PD as follows. Consider now the hypothesis H1
and the corresponding normalized decision variable, which is
described by

m TED
2
2
1)
Λ(n,m) |H1 =
(t) + zn (t) dt
x(H
n
Ns N0 (m−1) TED


1
σ2

mN




(H )

xn,i1 + zn,i

2
(27)

i=(m−1)N

(H )

where xn,i1 are the sampling expansion coefficients of the
(H )

(H )

equivalent low-pass x̂n 1 (t) of xn 1 (t), leading to a non(H1 )
(H )
centrality parameter λn,m
= 2γn,m1 , where the interference(H )
plus-signal-to-noise-ratio (ISNR) γn,m1 per bin is defined as

m TED
2
1
(H1 )
1)
γn,m
x(H
=
(t) dt
n
Ns N0 (m−1) TED


1
2σ 2

mN




(H )

x̂n,i1

2
.

(28)

i=(m−1)N

(n,m)

The single-bin PD pD
(n,m)

pD

is given by [43]



(H1 )
˜
= Qh
λn,m , ξn,m

(29)

and the overall PD PD can be finally computed as
PD = 1 −

Nspan Nbin
 



(n,m)

1 − pD


(30)

n=1 m=1

for independent energy bins.
Note that the multi-tag detection approach in the presence of
(H )
interference requires the knowledge of the INR per bin γn,m0
13 This approximation is exact in case of N
span = 1, because the noise
components are independent in different bins. Differently, when Nspan > 1
the energy matrix elements corresponding to shifted local replicas of the useful
tag code, but to the same bin index, are correlated and thus are not independent.
Consequently a threshold more conservative than the necessary is expected.

to define a proper bin-dependent threshold ξn,m according to
(26). In Section V a practical approach is presented for determining the threshold without an exact prior knowledge of the
interference level (i.e., of the non-centrality parameters). Numerical results will also provide an example of system design,
presenting the performance for different spatial distributions of
tags. To this purpose, a careful analysis of spreading codes in
the presence of system non-idealities and multi-tag interference
is necessary, which is addressed in the following section.
IV. TAG C ODE D ESIGN
Backscatter communication carries several challenges that
can be partially mitigated by carefully designing the spreading
codes used by tags. The requirements for tags code design are:
availability of a sufficient number of sequences given a specific
code length Nc ; mitigation of clutter and clock drift effects; and
suppression of multi-tag interference. Hereafter, these aspects
and their impact on tag code design are discussed.
Number of available sequences: A system with Ntag tags in
the same environment requires Ntag different sequences, apart
from cases of same sequence assigned to different tags.14 Since
longer sequences imply higher complexity and a long symbol
time duration, it is necessary to employ the shortest code length
available that fulfills all requirements.
Link budget improvement: The de-spreading at the receiver
accumulates Ns pulses per symbol to reach the SNR required
for obtaining a reliable reader-tag communication. The minimum value N̂s depends on the desired operating range as will
be discussed in Section V-A. We consider two methods for
fulfilling such SNR requirement: (1) assigns codes of length
Nc = Ns ≥ N̂s (i.e., with Npc = 1); and (2) uses a shorter code
of length Nc < Ns , with pulse repetition (Npc > 1) so that
Ns = Nc Npc ≥ N̂s . The first method enables a greater number
of tags by providing more tag sequences, while the second
method reduces the tag complexity and power consumption
as the UWB switch works at lower frequency (i.e., 1/Tc =
Nc /Ts ).
The energy consumption is affected by the choice of Ns ;
in fact, longer codes imply longer symbol time during which
the UWB backscatter modulator is active. If the tag harvests
and stores energy, a larger Ns requires a larger amount of
energy stored. On the other hand, if the tag harvests energy
and directly uses it for powering-up the backscatter modulator
without storage, a large Ns does not affect the requirements
on tags energy consumption. In both cases, the amount of time
for detection and demodulation of signals backscattered by tags
increases with Ns (i.e., lower refresh rate).
Clutter removal: It has been shown in Section III-A that the
clutter is completely removed at the output of the de-spreading
processing if the tag code is exactly balanced, regardless the
reader’s code {dn }. A clutter residual is present if the tag
code is not exactly balanced. In particular, according to (12),
if the number of +1 and −1 differs for one chip (e.g., as for
14 This is possible by adopting proper code families and assigning the same
sequence with a different initial phase (shift) for different tags. Here, each tag
employing a unique sequence is considered.
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TABLE I
C LUTTER R EJECTION AND P ROCESS G AIN P ROPERTIES OF O DD C ODES

TABLE II
I NTERFERENCE M ITIGATION P ROPERTIES OF PN C ODES .

odd pseudo-noise (PN) sequences), then the residual clutter is
composed of Npc clutter responses r̃c (t) summed up to the
useful de-spread signal in (8). Table I summarizes the clutter
mitigation property of odd codes with different Npc and Nc ,
under the constraints Ns > N̂s = 8000.15 In the second column
it can be observed that the process gain Ns slightly reduces as
Npc increases. Note also in the third and fourth columns, that
the clutter rejection capability significantly decreases as Npc increases. Thus, when strong clutter is present in the environment
the adoption of an odd code with Npc > 1 may compromise
the system operation. Therefore, in this case, balanced (even)
sequences are preferred.
Interference mitigation: The tag’s code design aims also at
guaranteeing a reliable reader-tag communication even in the
presence of reader-tag imperfect synchronization and multitag interference. In a synchronous scenario, (i.e., with tags’
codes synchronous at PRP level) orthogonal codes, which are
typically balanced, provide the best performance, since the
interference is always canceled out and the clutter perfectly
removed [14]. In such ideal conditions, there is no impact of
Npc in terms of interference rejection capability. Unfortunately,
most of the times it is difficult to achieve a perfect synchronization for all the tags due to the clock drift effect and the
wake-up offset described in Section II-C. In an asynchronous
scenario, where tags’ codes are not synchronized and each
backscatter modulator is free-running, PN codes provide a good
interference mitigation [45]. Since PN codes are composed of
odd sequences, extended PN can be considered for removing
the clutter without a significant performance loss [14]. The
impact of the number of pulses per chip Npc on interference
mitigation is now analyzed.
Consider a set of sequences of length Nc = Ns and define
M = 0, 1, . . . , Nc − 1 as the set of possible code shifts. Define
the periodic cross-correlation function (CCF) θx,y (m) for a pair
of sequences x and y of length Nc as θx,y (m) = x, Tm y ,
where a, b denotes the inner product between sequences a
and b, Tm denotes the operator that shifts a vector cyclically
to the left by m positions, with m ∈ M. Sequences x and y

the CCF between the pair of sequences x̃ and ỹ, for l ∈ L. If
Npc = 1, then Ns = Nc and θ̃x̃,ỹ (l) = θx,y (m). If Npc > 1 the
resulting code of length Ns exhibits a CCF θ̃x̃,ỹ (l) that can be
expressed as a function of the original θx,y (m) as

(k̂)

(k)

denote the useful tag code {cl } and the k-th tag code {cl },
with k = k̂, respectively. The behavior of the CCF determines
the interference level. Consider x̃ and ỹ the sequences of length
Ns obtained by repeating Npc times the chips of x and y, L the
set of possible code shifts between 0 and Ns − 1, and θ̃x̃,ỹ (l)
15 This

value is taken from the link budget analysis presented in Section V-A.

θ̃x̃,ỹ (l) = Npc θx,y (l/Npc )
+ (l mod Npc )[θx,y (l/Npc +1)−θx,y (l/Npc )]

(31)

where (a mod b) is the remainder of the ratio a/b. Note that
(31) is the discrete equivalent expression of the time-continuous
CCF defined in [45, eq. 1.11]. An important parameter for
evaluating the interference rejection capability is the CCF
peak, θ̃(peak) = max{|θ̃x̃,ỹ (l)|}. From (31), it can be observed
l∈L

that θ̃(peak) = Npc max{|θx,y (l/Npc )|} = Npc θ(peak) , with
l∈L

θ(peak) = max {|θx,y (m)|}. Thus, the use of a code with
m∈M

Npc > 1 results in an increasing of the peak value of the CCF
θ̃(l) by a factor Npc , which decreases the code interference
mitigation capability. On the other hand, a shorter sequence
presents a lower CCF peak. Therefore, two competing aspects
have to be considered for tag code design: the interference level
after de-spreading increases with Npc > 1; and such interference decreases with short codes having Nc < Ns .
Table II shows the values of the peak CCFs θ(peak) and
(peak)
for different Npc , together with the minimum level of
θ̃
interference mitigation, for classical PN codes built on maximal
connected sets of m-sequences with the optimal three-valued
cross-correlation spectrum {−1, −θ(peak) , θ(peak) − 2} (e.g.,
Gold sequences) [45].16 From the last column of Table II it can
be observed that the gain in terms of interference mitigation capability of a code with smaller Nc is not sufficient to balance the
decreasing in interference mitigation capability due to longer
Npc for guaranteeing a target N̂s . Hence, the best performance
in terms of interference mitigation in asynchronous scenario is
achieved by using the approach with Npc = 1.
Wake-up offset and clock drift: In the presence of wake-up
offset or clock drift, the scenario is quasi-synchronous. In such
scenario, it is important to use tag codes able to guarantee the
orthogonality (or very small cross-correlation values) [46].17
16 Similar considerations can be formulated for extended PN codes considering a lower interference mitigation capability. For Nc = 4095 and Nc = 255
there are no preferred pairs of m-sequences and the corresponding CCFs do not
exhibit the optimal three-valued spectrum.
17 In the presence of significant clock drift the scenario becomes
asynchronous.
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A tag code with Npc > 1 is intrinsically more robust to synchronization errors and the presence of clock drift because of
the corresponding longer chip time. For example, consider the
useful tag code shifted of q PRPs, with respect to the code generator at reader side. In such case, the processing gain is equal to
the code autocorrelation function (ACF) evaluated in q, θ̃x̃,x̃ (q),
(k̂)

where x̃ is the tag code {c̃l }, which is smaller than Ns with
perfect synchronization [14]. From (31), note that the ACF
function presents smoother transitions as Npc increases, which
makes the de-spreading more robust to synchronization errors.
The wake-up offset and clock drift effects can be mitigated by operating in two directions: using Npc  1, which
guarantees a lower receiver complexity at the expense of a
reduced number of available sequences and lower interference
mitigation (i.e., Nspan = 1 and (n + ν)Δ = 0 in (8)), or using
a smaller value of Npc (ideally Npc = 1 for the best interference mitigation), which requires multiple parallel correlators to
implement fast tag code acquisition with wake-up offset. In the
latter case, the adoption of a tag code with good ACF (such as
m-sequences) is beneficial for acquisition and tracking. It has
to be remarked that with small Npc it is important to employ
a small span step Δ (e.g., Δ = 1 if Npc = 1) for fine code
acquisition search, which can increase the complexity in case
of high wake-up offset.
For the UWB backscatter communication system under analysis, orthogonal Gold codes [47] are of particular interest due to
their important properties. In particular, these codes are exactly
orthogonal in the synchronous scenario (l = 0), and maintain
the properties of extended Gold Codes (low cross-correlation)
in the asynchronous scenario. They are constructed by lengthening of one chip the preferentially-phased Gold codes [48]
that present the optimum value −1 of cross-correlation between all the pairs of sequences when time aligned. Therefore,
a balanced tag code is obtained enabling the mitigation of
static clutter cancellation. Since such codes present an orthogonal behavior when time aligned, increasing Npc does not
causes excessive interference degradation. In the numerical
results, the system performance with orthogonal Gold codes
is evaluated in different scenarios with multiple tags and compared to that obtained by using other classical code families
such as Walsh-Hadamard and PN codes, considering different
Npc and Δ.
V. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
We now present an example of system design and evaluate
the performance in the presence of the aforementioned nonidealities. In particular, we analyze the overall tag detection rate
(DR) as a function of the overall false alarm rate (FAR) for
multi-tag detection based on impulsive backscattered signals,
using the detection scheme described in Section III.
Consider a reader antenna gain Gr = 5 dBi, a tag antenna
gain Gt = 1 dBi, and a switch loss Lt = 2 dB.18 The adopted
multipath channel presents exponential power delay profile,
18 The system specifications are driven by the outcome of the European
project SELECT dealing with the next generation RFID with localization
capabilities; see http://www.selectwireless.eu.

Fig. 5. Minimum number of pulses per symbol as a function of the reader-tag
 and P ∗ .
distance to guarantee given PFA
D

Nakagami-m fading with severity factor m = 3, root-meansquare channel delay-spread of 20 ns,19 and paths separation
of 2 ns [49], [50]. We consider the first path with a deterministic amplitude according to the free-space propagation model.
We consider a transmitted signal compliant with the IEEE
802.15.4a emission mask in the 3.2–4.7 GHz; root-raised cosine
pulses with pulse width parameter Tw = 1 ns, roll-off factor
β = 0.6, center frequency fc = 4 GHz; and PRP Tp = 128 ns.
The receiver noise figure is F = 4 dB and an ideal band-pass
filter with bandwidth W = 2 GHz and center frequency fc
are considered. Energy evaluations are performed within an
integration time TED = 1 ns.
A. Link Budget Analysis
To show how the analytical framework developed in
Section III can be applied for system design, we determine,
under simplified conditions, the minimum number of pulses
per symbol N̂s required to guarantee a target overall PD PD∗
for tags at a given distance from the reader. In particular
consider i) a single tag in AWGN conditions (with no multipath
propagation), ii) received pulse energy entirely included in one
bin,20 iii) absence of interference and ideal tag code acquisition
with Nspan = 1. These preliminary results are used for an
initial system design, then the system performance in realistic
conditions is assessed via Monte Carlo simulations accounting
for multipath propagation, interference, and the aforementioned
non-idealities. In the simplified conditions, from (30) we have
(n,m)
= pD = PD , ∀(n, m), which is imposed to be PD∗ . AcpD
(H1 )
= λ(d),
cording to (29), it is thus possible to relate PD∗ to λn,m
where λ(d) = 2 SNR(d), and SNR(d) is the SNR obtained after
the de-spreading process for a reader-tag distance d, that is,
SNR(d) =

Ns Ep
N0 PL (d)

(32)

19 This value is comprehensive of the two-way link of backscatter signals [18].
20 Therefore, the SNR per bin equals the overall SNR.
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Fig. 6. ROC for tag detection in UWB backscatter system. Continuous lines
(—) refer to the perfectly synchronous scenario, dashed lines (– –) refer to the
asynchronous scenario, with ideal code acquisition.

with N0 = κ F T0 , T0 = 290 K the reference temperature,
and κ = 1.38 × 10−23 J/K the Boltzmann constant. The factor
PL (d), which indicates the free-space path-loss of the two-way
backscatter channel at the center frequency fc is [51]

PL (d) =

4π d fc
c

4

Lt
G2t

G2r

(33)

with c denoting the speed of light. Starting from (26), with
(H0 )
= 0, it is possible to obtain the minimum number of
λn,m
pulses per symbol by inverting (29) as



 2 
N0 PL (d)
−1
∗
Ns ≥ N̂s =
.
(34)
Qh PD , ξ˜
2Ep
Note that the threshold ξ˜ is independent of the bin, as the
interference signals are not present in such evaluation. Fig. 5
shows N̂s as function of the reader-tag distance d for different

and PD∗ . Note that under the EU mask constraint a reading
PFA
range of about 6.5 m can be achieved adopting N̂s > 8000

= 10−3 and PD∗ = 0.9.
pulses per symbol for PFA
B. Results in Multi-Tag Scenarios
In the following results, if not otherwise indicated, the useful
tag is considered placed at 7 m from the reader, for various
interferers placements. We first consider a bin-independent
threshold design in scenarios with limited near-far interference
effects to highlight the effect of code choice, clock drift and
offset. Successively, we investigate the near-far problem and the
impact of the bin-dependent threshold strategy.
1) Absence of Tag Clock Drift and Wake-up Offset: Results
are here given in terms of receiver operating characteristics
(ROC) [52] showing the DR versus the FAR obtained with
Monte Carlo simulations by sweeping over all the possible
threshold values.
Fig. 6 shows the ROC for the perfectly synchronous and for
the asynchronous scenarios when a bin-independent threshold
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Fig. 7. ROC for tag detection in UWB backscatter system, when orthogonal
Gold codes are adopted in presence of wake-up offset, tag clock drift and
code acquisition in a quasi-synchronous scenario. Continuous lines (—) refer
to Nc = 128, dashed lines (– –) refer to Nc = 1024.

is used. The scenario is asynchronous when the tag code
generators at the tags are not aligned with those at the reader,
apart for the useful tag.21 We consider 59 interfering tags
uniformly distributed from 5 to 9 m to the reader, to reproduce
interference effects. We adopt three code families, orthogonal
Walsh codes, orthogonal Gold codes, and extended Gold codes
(i.e., balanced) to assess the analysis conducted in Section IV.
The extended Gold codes are obtained by adding one chip to
quasi-balanced Gold codes designed in [53]. We consider Ns =
8912, with Nc = 128 (Npc = 64) and Nc = 1024 (Npc = 8)
to evaluate the impact of different code lengths on the interference mitigation capability.
From Fig. 6, we observe that codes with Nc = 1024 perform better than codes with Nc = 128, because of their better
interference mitigation properties, which confirms the considerations of Section IV. In particular, orthogonal Walsh codes
are the best in synchronous scenario because of their ability to
remove the interference completely. On the contrary, their performance drastically degrades when the scenario becomes asynchronous. Extended Gold codes evidence a slight performance
loss in the synchronous scenario, whereas they allow better
detection capabilities in asynchronous conditions. Orthogonal
Gold codes represent the best trade-off for both scenarios since
they achieve a detection rate higher than 0.9 with a false alarm
of 10−3 also in the asynchronous scenario, while maintaining
the optimal behavior of Walsh codes in synchronous scenarios.
2) Presence of Tag Clock Drift and Wake-up Offset: We
have shown that orthogonal Gold codes represent a good tradeoff to operate in both synchronous and asynchronous conditions. We now test this code family in a quasi-synchronous
scenario, that is, in the presence of the wake-up offset and with
strong tag clock drift.
Fig. 7 shows the ROC when a wake-up offset of 500 ns,
and an oscillator with 100 ppm drift are considered, and a
bin-independent threshold is adopted. The 10th bit is chosen
since the detection procedure can require, in real receivers, the
21 For

the useful tag, ideal code acquisition is considered.
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Fig. 8. ROC for comparison between bin-independent and bin-dependent
threshold strategies. Square markers denote the values obtained using the bin = 10−2 ; round markers refer to P  =
dependent threshold (26) with PFA
FA
−3
10 . Continuos lines refer to bin-independent thresholds.

observation of several bits to reconstruct the PRP scan [39]. An
acquisition window (Nspan − 1)Δ = 40 with different values
of Nspan (number of parallel correlators) and Δ, is considered.
We account for 59 interfering tags uniformly distributed from 5
to 9 m to the reader. In these conditions, codes with Nc = 128
perform better than those with Nc = 1024. In particular, codes
with lower Nc repeat more pulses with the same polarity, which
results in a greater robustness to the presence of code shifts
caused by clock drift and wake-up offset. In addition, since
the scenario is far from being completely asynchronous as for
Fig. 6, there is no significant degradation due to the multi-user
interference even with small Nc . Note that Nspan > 1 allows
finding the best code phase, but also increases the false alarm
events due to the bigger size of the energy matrix E (i.e., there
is a greater probability that at least one element exceeds the
threshold). For the considered scenario, and with Nc = 128, a
performance improvement is achieved (DR > 80% and FAR <
10−3 ) when parallel code acquisition is performed, even with
a reduced number of parallel de-spreaders (i.e., Nspan = 6 and
Nspan = 11). Performance is instead quite poor with large Nc
(Nc = 1024) due to the increase in the false alarm events
determined by the wider code acquisition window, jointly with
a lower robustness to clock drift effects.
3) Presence of Near-far Interference Effects: From the results shown in Section V-B1 and V-B2, in quasi-synchronous
conditions the best choice is the adoption of orthogonal Gold
codes with Nc = 128 to guarantee reliable system performance
in terms of FAR and DR. We now consider a scenario where
strong near-far interference effect is present, deploying 49 tags
uniformly distributed between 2 to 3 m from the reader, while
the useful tag is placed at 6 m from the reader. Fig. 8 compares

is
the ROC with the case in which a target overall PFA PFA
set to design the bin-dependent thresholds according to (26).
In this case, a single couple FAR-DR corresponds to a given

, and it is depicted with markers in Fig. 8. When binPFA
independent threshold strategy is adopted, the performance is
very poor due to the presence of the near-far interference effect,
especially with multiple parallel de-spreaders (i.e., Nspan > 1).

The proposed bin-dependent threshold, according to (26), is
able to overcome such a limitation.22 For what the evaluation
of the non-centrality parameters required in (26) is concerned,
a simple and practical solution is to consider free-space propagation for the interfering signals. Under this assumption, we
dimension the non-centrality parameters amplitude according
to the expected path-loss of the signal in each bin, and in
terms of code interference rejection (that is, considering the
worst cross-correlation θ̃(peak) between two sequences). For
what the last aspect is concerned, two conditions are here
accounted for. The first considers θ̃(peak) , that is, the maximum
CCF of the orthogonal Gold sequences set assigned to tags,
while the second considers θ̃(peak) /3, which is a value close
to the average CCF of the assigned sequences set. Markers
in Fig. 8 show the DR and the FAR obtained with Monte


= 10−2 and PFA
= 10−3 for binCarlo simulations when PFA
dependent threshold evaluation. These results put in evidence
that the adoption of a bin-dependent threshold is fundamental
to counteract the near-far interference effect. In particular,
when considering θ̃(peak) for the computation of the noncentrality parameters, the resulting thresholds are significantly
high, which degrades the DR performance. On the contrary,
when θ̃(peak) /3 is considered, less conservative thresholds are
obtained, which leads to higher DR. Fig. 8 highlights also
that, when multiple parallel de-spreaders (i.e., Nspan > 1) are
adopted, higher values of the non-centrality parameters, and
hence higher thresholds, have to be set for guaranteeing a

, at the expense of a DR decrease. Thus,
FAR close to PFA
in the considered scenario, the best trade-off is the adoption
of Nspan = 1 and codes with low Nc (e.g., with Nc = 128),
which lets to guarantee high values of the DR and low FAR
at the same time. We also tested the proposed bin-dependent
threshold with the non-centrality parameters set considering a
less conservative value of θ̃(peak) /3 and a different interference
spatial distribution, with 59 interferers uniformly distributed
in [2, 10] meters, while the useful tag is placed at 6 m from
the reader. It can be noted in Fig. 8 that the same DR can be
achieved with FAR smaller than expected thanks to the reduced
level of interference with moderate near-far effects.
VI. C ONCLUSION
The paper addresses the detection problem of multiple semipassive RFID tags adopting impulsive backscattered signals.
The design of multi-tag detection and tag codes is developed
in the presence of interference, wake-up synchronization offset,
and clock drift. The system performance in terms of detection
and false alarm rate is determined for different code families
in various scenarios. It has been shown that the joint use of
orthogonal Gold codes with proper low-complexity detection
schemes and bin-dependent thresholding is a promising practical solution to overcome tag clock drift, wake-up offset, and
near-far interference effects.
22 In our case, N = 2 W T
ED = 4 and, consequently, the approximation of
large N exploited for the derivation in (19) results not exactly satisfied. In
accordance with [42], in (26) we found that good results are obtained with
h = 1.5, instead of h = 2.
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